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IMMERSIONS of a compact surface into another surface are classified up to a “weak” 
topological conjugacy equivalence. The main theorem of this paper says that two immersions 
from a compact surface into an open surface are “weakly” conjugate if and only if they are 
regularly homotopic. 
$0. INTRODUCTION 
Conventions. All manifolds are smooth manifolds with smooth boundaries;an open manifold 
is a manifold without boundary; all immersions are smooth; any regular homotopyf,: M + N, 
0 I t S 1, is a smooth immersion at each level and is smooth in the variable t. In particular 
every diffeomorphism is smooth; and every isotopy $,:M -+ N, 0 S t I 1, is a smooth 
diffeomorphism at each level and is smooth in the variable t. 
Two immersions f: M + N, g : M -+ N between manifolds are conjugate if there are 
diffeomorphisms h : M 4 M, r : N -+ N satisfying: 
0.1. (a) r of= g Oh, 
(b) h, r are isotopic to l,, 1,. 
Two immersionsf: M + N, g : M + N from a compact manifold into another manifold 
of the same dimension are weakly conjugate if there is a compact manifold M ’ containing M 




F,,v = L G,,,, = g, 
M’-M=ZiMx[O,l](hereM’-MistheclosureofM’-MinM’), 
F:M’+N and G:M’+N areconjugate. 
Note that the following implications are true: 
conjugate => 
weakly conjugate = 
regularly homotopic. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem, which says that the last of the 
above arrows can be reversed (in dimension 2). 
THEOREM 0.3. Two immersions f: M + N, g : M + N, from a compacr 2-manifold into an 
open 2-manifold, are weakly conjugate if and only if they are regularly homoropic. 
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Theorem 0.3 is also true in the C’, PL, and TOP categories, because all of these categories 
are equivalent in dimension 2. 
it is not known whether theorem 0.3 can be extended to dimensions > 2: M. Gromov has 
pointed out to the author that this extension is possible if and only if “weak conjugacy” 
defines an equivalency relationship on immersions (see 3.1 below). There is the following 
partial extension of theorem 0.3 to higher dimensions: 
THEOREM 0.4. Let K denote a compact (m - 1)-dimensional manifold such that each 
connected component of K has a non-empty boundary. Set M = K x [0, 11. and let N denote 
any open m-dimensional mantfold. Then two immersions f: M -+ N, g : M --f N are weakly 
conjugate zf and only tf they are regularly homotopic. 
The proof of theorem 0.4 is given in section 3 below, and does not depend on the results of 
sections 1,2. More difficult is the proof of theorem 0.3, also given in section 3, which is based 
on results of sections 1, 2. 
The results of this paper are related to work done by S. Blank [S], I(. Bailey [l], Ja. 
Eliashberg [2],and G. K. Francis [3]. Eliashberg (Francis has done the same for dimension 2) 
has shown that for any two immersionsf: M -+ N, g : M -+ N, from a compact m-manifold 
into the interior of an m-manifold, if f and g are regularly homotopic then there are 
immersions F: M ’ + N, G : M ’ + N as in 0.2 (a), (b) satisfying 
0.2. (c’) F,,,, = G,,,.. 
Blank and Bailey and others have analyzed in detail (for immersions of surfaces into the 
plane) the obstructions to 0.2 (c’) implying 0.2 (c). In general these obstructions are non-trivial 
and complicated. For this reason the approach used to prove Theorem 0.3 must necessarily 
differ from that used by Eliashberg and Francis. 
I thank H. Sah, A. Phillips, and M. Gromov for helpful discussions during the 
preparation of this paper. 
$1. COMPLETE IMMERSIONS 
In this section the notion of a complete immersion is defined. Intuitively a complete 
immersion is one which can’t be extended any further. It is proven that any immersion 
f:M + N from a compact, 2-manifold into an open, 2-manifold can be extended to a 
complete immersion (see 1.2 below). The same extension construction can be applied to a 
regular homotopy I;: M + N off: M --* N to obtain a one-parameter family of complete 
immersions (see 1.6 below). 
Definition 1.1. Let X, Y denote open, 2-manifolds. An immersion g: X + Y is a complete 
immersion if there is a finite set of points { pl, p2, . . . , p. 3 EY (called the wrapping points of g), 
and-for some E > 0 and some Riemann metric on Y-disjoint s-discs {II,( 1 5 i I n3 
centered at the {pi} such that the following are satisfied: 
(a) g:X-g-‘{PI, pz,. . . , pn) -+Y-{p,, pz,. . , pn} is a covering map. 
(b) Let {Vi, j: 1 I j < cc ) denote the connected components of g- ‘(D,(pi)). Then 
9: Ui.1 + D,(pi)-pi is the universal cover for D,(pi)-pi, and each 9 :Ui,j + D,(pi) is a 
homeomorphism for all j 2 2. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Any immersion f: M + N from a compact, 2-mantfold into an open, 2- 
manifold extends to a complete immersion g : X -+ Y. That is, we have: 
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(a) M c X, with X - IV = C’M x [O. =c); and gI,, = J 
(b) N =Y 
(c) g : X -+ Y is a complete immersion. 
Proofoj’1.2. For eachcomponent i, M ofc’M,chooseafiniteset ofpointsy,+,,q,.,, . , 
ql. k on I?~ M as pictured in Fig. 1. 
Let f: d&f + T(N) be the smooth map, into the tangent bundle of N, which satisfies the 
following properties: 
1.3 (a) (f(x),f(x) )<,, = 1 for any x E ZM, where ( , ),” is the Riemann metric on N; and 
ME T( N )u,s, for any x E c'M. 
(b) (f(x)t df(W), = 0 f or any XEZM and any WE T(C7M ),x. 
(c) (f(x), df(W))N IO for any XEM and any WET(M),,. 
We shall assume that the diameters of the [qi,t, qi+, ,J in Fig. 1 are chosen sufficiently small 
to insure the following is satisfied. 
1.3 (d) The composition map 
[qt.k,qi+l.k ]x[OJ]I,T(N) = N 
is a homeomorphism for all i, k, where exp denotes the exponential map 
associated to (, ),.+ and r(x, t) = rf(x). 
For each qi,k choose 0 < Ui,k I 1 and set: 
1.3 (e) 4j.k = exp ‘r(qi.k, ai.k)- 
A description of the extension off: M -+ N tog : X -+ Y is given in 1.4 below. The idea is to 
let each {g(ck M, t): t E [0, a;) 1 be the flow off (zk M) outward fromf‘( M) between the points 
(4;. k; such that g (Zt M, t) wraps around each 4;. k infinitely often as t --) co. Thus the wrapping 
points of g: X +Y will be the (q:, ,). 
Fig. I 
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1.4 (a) Choose g on each qi. t x [0, r)) to map 4i.k x [0, cc) diffeomorphically onto 
exp Or(q,. k X [0, Ui, k)), (here the notation “qi, k x [0, ;o)” is derived from 1.2(a)). The 
wrapping points of g : X -Y, as defined in Figs 2-6, will be the points {ql.kj. 
Set Ai, k = [qi, k, 4i+ 1. k] u (‘Ii. k X [O, a)) U (qi+ 1, k X [O, a)), and let 6: Ai, k --*p denote a 
hftingofg:Ai, k +Yto theuniversalcover~of Y. Setf: [qi,k,qi+ l,k] -*~equai to gj,14i,r,4,+,,k,, 
andSetq^i,,= lim ~(qi,k,t),~~+l,k= hII g^(qi+,,,,t).Extendg^:~i,k+~tO~:[qi.k~qic~,k] 
I--T 1-x 
x [0, 03) -+ E as indicated in Figs 2-4 below if E = R2, and as indicated in Figs 5 and 6 
Fig. 2. 
2n- v&dings 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
n - windings 
\ 
Fig.6. 
if p = S2. Then set glcq ,.,, 4 ,+,. J x CO, 00) = P och~4c.r.4,+,.k~ x [0, co) where p:Y +Y is the 
projection. If N is not path connected then deal separately with each component off: A4 + N 
to get the extension g :X + Y as in the cases Y = R2, S2. 
In Fig. 4 each of the two interior windings has diameter < l/n, whereas the exterior 
winding has diameter > n. Note 1.3(c) assures us that Figs 24 make sense. 
In Figs 5 and 6 above we have drawn S2 -ii+ isk as an open disc (the region inside the 
dotted circular lines). 
In Fig. 6 the one interior winding has diameter < l/n, whereas the one exterior winding 
converges to the end of the open disc S2 - Gi+ L.t as n + co. 
The immersion g: X + Y of 1.4 will be a complete immersion if the {q&j of 1.3(d) are 
chosen to satisfy: 
1.5 qj, L = 41. 1 if and only if i = j, k = 1. 
Note that 1.5 can be satisfied by varying the G,~ of 1.3(e) only slightly. 
This completes the proof of 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let 1;: A4 + N, 0 I t I 1, be a regular homotopy of the immersion 
f: M + N of 1.2. Then for each 0 I t I 1 there is a complete immersion g,:X +Y satisfying: 
(a) X and Y are as in 1.2(a) (b); and griAv =1; for all 0 I t 5 1. 
(b) gl, 0 < t I 1, is a regular homotopy of go. 
(c) The number of #rapping points of g1 is independent oft. The position of the wrapping 
points of g, depends smoothly on t. 
Proof of 1.6. Let fl: ;M + T(N) be defined as in 1.3(a)-(c) when f is replaced byf;, and 
define rr : I?M x [0, l] --+ T(N) by r, (x, s) = sf;(x). For each 0 I t < 1 choose points {qi. k(t)} 
in ck M (depending smoothly on t) which are as in Fig. 1, and which are sufficiently close to 
one another to assure that 1.3(d) is satisfied for any 0 I t I 1 if in 1.3(d) the r, [4i,~, 4i+ 1, J 
are replaced by rIr C4i, k(t), 4i + 1, k (t)]. It is also required that the cardinality Of {qi, r(t)} doesn’t 
change as t varies. Choose smooth functions ai, L: [0, l] + (0, 1) and define: 
1.7(a) 4:. ktr) = exp ’ r,(4i, k(t)? 4.k @I), 
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By slightly varying each of the functions ai, k: [0, l] -+ (0, l] and qi, k: [0, l] -+ S, M, the 
qjr: [0, l] + N can be made to satisfy: 
1.7(b) q:.Jr) = qj.l(r) for some 0 I t 5 1 if and only if i =j, k = 1. 
Towards verifying 1.7(b) consider the braid in N x [0, l] having for strands the arcs 
Ai, k = { (41. k(r), r): 0 I r I l).. Using a general position argument, the Ai, k may be varied a 
small amount to a new position, AI.,, in N x [0, l] satisfying: 
1.7(c) A;,, n (N x (0, 1)) = S&. 
(d) Af,, n Ai., # Qif and only if i = j, k = 1. 
Note that there is a small variation of the functions (of and fqi,kj. which achieve the 
variations {Ai. k ---f AI, k 1; and 1.7(d) implies 1.7(b). 
Use the isotopy extension theorem (see [7]) to construct isotopies &, k,, :Y -, Y, 0 I t I 1, 
satisfying: 
(b) (d’i. k. t ofo)llqj,,.%+,.,l =filC%.t.4,*l.il for all 0 s t < 1. 
(c) 4i. k. &xp ’ ro (4j. k (OL S)) = exp ’ rt (qj. k (th s”j. k(r)l Where %j. k(t) = aj, k(l)/aj, k(O), 
i = i or i+ 1, 0 I s I aj.k(O). 
(d) (4i.k.t)lU = (di+l,k.t),U f or all i, k and 0 I r I 1, on a sufficiently small 
neighborhood u of {exporo(qi+l.t(0), s): 0 5 s I Ui+i,k(O)) in Y. 
(e) ($i.k,r ofo),” =f;,u for all i, k and 0 I t I 1, on a sufficiently small neighbor- 
hood u of [qi.ktqi+l.k] in hf. 
Now use qi,k(O), qi,r(O), r. (in place of the qi,k, q:,k, r) and proceed as in 1.4 above to 
construct a complete immersion go :X +Y satisfying 1.6(a) for r = 0. For 0 < r I 1 define 
complete immersions g1 :X + Y as follows: 
1.9(a) (g,),M = f; for all 0 < r I 1. 
(b) (gt)I[4i.k.4 ,+,. t] x CO, a) = (4i.k.t o%)I[4 ,.,, 4,+,.h] x 13 ml for all 0 5 r 5 1, where 
the notation “[qi, k, qi+ i. k] x [0, so)” is derived from 1.2(a) and Fig. 1. 
It follows from 1.8, 1.9 that gl:X +Y is a regular homotopy satisfying the conclusions of 
proposition 1.6. 
$2. CONJUGATE CO,MPLETE I,M.MERSIONS 
In this section some partial answers are given to the following question: When are two 
complete immersions g, h : X + Y conjugate? This question is of importance in proving 
theorem 0.3, in view of 1.2 and 1.6. 
For any complete immersion g : X -+ Y, any infinite arc ZU,. 1 as in 1.1(b) has both its ends 
contained in some one end d,X of X: we say that the k’rh wrapping point of g: X + Y is 
associated ro the end d,X. 
Note that if two complete immersions g : X + Y, g’ : X + Y are conjugate then they satisfy: 
2. (a) g and g’ are regularly homotopic. 
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(b) g and g’ have the same number of wrapping points associated to any given end of 
X. 
Qltesrion 2.0(c) If two complete immersions g : X -+ Y, g’ : X + Y satisfy 2.0(a) (b) are they 
conjugate? 
The following result gives a partial answer to 2.0(c). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X,Y be open, 2-dimensional manifolds. Suppose gt : X -, Y, 0 < t I 1, 
is a regular homotopy such that each g,: X -+ Y is a complete immersion having wrapping points 
whose position depends smoothly on t but whose number is independent oft. Then go : X + Y and 
g1 : X + Y are conjugate. 
Proofof2.1. Note there are smooth functions pi: [0, I] -+ N, i = 1,2, . . . , n, so that: 
2.W) The {Pi(t) 1are the wrapping points of gr : X + Y. 
Since by hypothesis the number of wrapping points for g, : X -+ Y is independent oft, we also 
have: 
2.2(b) If Pi(t) = pi(t) for some tE[O, 11, then i = j. 
Choose an isotopy 1,:Y + Y, 0 I t I 1, (use the isotopy extension theorem [7]) satisfying: 
2.2(c) 1, = l,V; Z,(pi(t)) = pi(O) for all i, t. 
Note that I,0 g, :X + Y, 0 I t I 1, is a regular homotopy such that each level Z,o g1 
is a complete immersion whose wrapping points are independent of t (see 2.2). Moreover 
1, ago = go, and I, ogl is conjugate to g1 (see 2.2(c)). These remarks show that it will suffice 
to prove 2.1 for g1 :X + Y satisfying 
2.3 Each gl: X -Y, 0 I t I 1, has the same set of wrapping points (pi}. 
Now the proof of 2.1 will be completed by showing the following: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let gI: X -Y, 0 < t I 1, be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Then there is an isotopy 
J,: X 4 X, 0 I t I 1, uniquely determined by the following properties: 
(a) Jo = 1,. 
(b) gr 0 J, = go for any t E [0, 11. 
Proof of 2.4. The following proof may be carried out on the path components of X and Y. 
So, without loss of generality, we may assume in the proof below that X and Y are connected. 
The proof of 2.4 will be given first when the set of wrapping points for the g, : X + Y is not 
empty. Then the special case when each g, : X + Y is a covering map (no wrapping points) will 
be treated. 
For any subset S of X J,,,. . S -+ X, 0 I t 5 1, shall denote a homotopy satisfying: 
2.5 (a) Js,O = 1,. 
(b) grOJ,,=gool,forallOItI 1. 
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The proof of 2.4 is divided into the following three steps. 
Step 1. In this step it is shown that if J,.,: S -+ X, J ;, [: S + X are two homotopies as in 
2.5(a), (b) then Js,C = J’,,,forallO I f _< l.Toseethat thisseth = J,,,(p),h’(t) = J$.,(p)for 
any 0 I t I 1 and some fixed p E S. It follows from 2.5 that: 
2.6(a) h(0) = h’(0). 
(b) g,@(t)) = g,@‘(t)) for all 0 I t I 1. 
For any continuous functions h, h’: [0, l] -+ X satisfying 2.6 the set of values of t such 
that h(r) = h’(t) is both an open and closed subset of [0, 11, and contains 0. So h = h’, and 
J,,, = J;,, for all 0 I t I 1. 
Step 2. For each 0 I t I 1 let {CT :, j: 1 < j < x, ) denote the connected components of 
g;‘(D(pi)) as in 1.1(b). In this step we will define homotopies Jz,:,,, ,:ZUy, 1 -+dU;,, 
satisfying 2.5. 
Note, for any 0 I s < 1, and any compact arc A,c ZCJ;, i, there is 6 > 0 and a one 
parameter family of smooth embeddings I;:A, -+ X, r E [s - 6, s + 6 J, smooth in r, and 
satisfying: 
2.7(a) 1: = 1,. 
(b) g,oZ; = gSoZ: for all rts[s-S, s+S]. 
If gI:A, -+Y covers dD,(p,) twice, then so must g,:I:(A,) +Y cover dD,(p,) twice for any 
r E [S - 6, s + S] (by 2.7). So I:(&) c c?U :. , for any r E [s - 6, s + S] (by 1.1 (b)). There is an 
extension J::dUf,, +dU;,, of each I::A,+dU;., uniquely determined by the 
requirement: 
2.7(c) g1 0 J: = gs 0 J f, for all r E [s - 6, s + S], 
(d) J: equals the identity map on aUs, i. 
By compactness of [0, l] and the results of the preceding paragraph, [0, l] can be covered 
by a finite number of closed intervals [O, Se], [s,, s1 + S,], [s2, s2 + S,], . . . , [s,, sk + Sk], 
where Si + 6i = sic 1 for all i, and J :i of 2.7(c), (d) is defined for any r E [Si, Si + Si]. NOW given 
any r E [0, 11 choose sj SO that sj 5 r I Sj + 6,) and define JEUo I.L1I as follows: 
2.8 Jcuy.,,, = J:jo Jsl-Io Jsj-:o.. . . . o Jo SJ s,-L Sl . 
It follows from 2.8 and 2.7 that Jzuy,,,r satisfies 2.5. 
Srep 3. In this step J2,~.I,, is extended to a homotopy JX,t: X 4 X satisfying 2.5. The 
proof of 2.4 is completed by showing that J, = J,y,, satisfies the conclusions of 2.4. 
Define subsets ( vi: 1 5 i c m} of X as follows: 
2.9(a). q E VI if and only if there is a smooth disc D in X -9; ’ (( pl, p2, . . . , p. )) with 
q E D and D n dUy* 1 # 0, such that g,,,D is an embedding. 
2.9(b) gE yi+i ifandonlyifthereisasmoothdiscDinX-g,’({p,,p,, . . . ,p”))with 
q E D, D n K # 0, and such that goID is an embedding. 
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The following properties are deduced from 2.9(a), (b), and the assumption that X is path 
connected. 
2.9(c) Each y is an open subset of X; 5 c K+i for all i; and Ui K 
= X--9l?({P17 P27.. .? P”>,. 
First we will extend Jz,y,,,, to J,,,. Note Vi = uD, where the union runs over all 
smoothdiscsinX-g;‘({p,,p2,..., p, 1) of 2.9(a). For each such disc pick 4 ED n ZUy. 1 
and let D, be the smooth disc in X uniquely determined by the following properties: 
2.10(a) J,,.:,,., (4)~ D, for all 0 I t I 1. 
(b) g1 : D, + g,,(D) is a diffeomorphism. 
Define J,,,: D + X as follows: 
2.10(c) J,., = (gr,J1 o (SO,D). 
Note that the J,,, 0 < t 12 1, is a one parameter family of smooth embeddings, which is 
smooth in the variable t because of the hypothesis that the g1 are smooth in the variable 1. 
Moreover if D’ is another smooth disc as in 2.9(a) and JD,,, is obtained as in 2.10, then J,, and 
JW,, are equal on D A D’ for all 0 I t I 1 by the result of step 1 because both JD,( and JDO,, 
satisfy 2.5 (see 2.10(c)). Thus J,,, is well defined by 
2.10(d) J,,, = UJu,, where the union runs over all smooth discs of 2.9(a). 
Note that J,,, satisfies 2.5 because all the Jo,[ satisfy 2.5; and is smooth in the variable c 
because the J, t are. 
Proceeding’by induction, extend J,,, to Jv,,,,[ as follows. Note vi+, = uD, where the 
union runs over all smooth discs in X - g; ’ ({ pl, pz, . . . , p,]) as in 2.9(b). For each such disc 
D pick q E D n hand let D, be the smooth disc in X uniquely determined by 2.10(a), (b) when 
vi replaces ZUy, I in 2.10(a). Let JD,( be defined by 2.10(c). Then J<_,,, is well defined by: 
2.10(e) J,+, = uJD.(, where the union runs over all smooth discs in 2.9(b). 
In 2.10 above Jx,,(, 0 I t I 1, have been defined so as to constitute a one parameter 
family of smooth immersions, which are smooth in r, and which satisfy 2.5 (here 
X’= x-g;l((pl . . , p,)). By a continuity argument Jx,,I extends to a one parameter 
family of smooth immersions J x,I, 0 I t I 1, which are smooth in t and satisfy 2.5. Set 
J, = Jx,t. Note that 2.5(a), (b) implies 2.4(a), (b), when S = X in 2.5; so the J, satisfy 2.4(a), (b), 
and the result of step 1 implies that the J, are uniquely determined by 2.4 (a), (b). It remains to 
show that each J, : X + X is a diffeomorphism. To see this, note that the same construction 
that gives the J, can also be used to obtain a one parameter family of smooth immersions 
J:: X -+ X, 0 I s I t, which is smooth in s and satisfies: 
2.11(a) J; = 1, 
(b) g,oJ: = g, for all se[O, t]. 
It is left as an exercise to show that J1 0 Jb = 1, and Jb 0 J, = 1 x, proving that J, is a 
diffeomorphism. 
This concludes the proof for 2.4 in the case that there are some wrapping points for the 
g,:X-rY. 
NOW suppose that each g,: X + Y is a covering map (i.e. there are no wrapping points). 
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Note for any p E X and s E [O, 11, there is b > 0 and a smooth map h : [s - 6, s + 6]-+ X 
uniquely determined by the following properties: 
2.12(a) h(s) = p. 
(b) g,@(s)) = g,@(t)), for all t E [s - 6, s + 61. 
Using covering space theory, there is a lifting J : : X -+ X of 9% : X + Y for each t E [s - 6, 
s + S], uniquely determined by the following: 
2.12(c) J:(p) = h(r), for all tE[s-6, s+6]; J: = 1,. 
(d) g,oJ: = gs, for all ~E[s-6, s+S]. 
The J: are smooth in t because the h(t) are. 
By compactness of [0, 11, and the results of the preceding paragraph, [O, l] can 
be covered by a finite number of closed intervals [0, S,], [s,, s1 + S,], [sI, s2 + S,], . . . , 
[s,, sk + SJ, where si + 6i = si+ 1 for all i, and .J F of 2.12(c), (d) is defined for any t E [si, si + Si]. 
Now given any t E [0, l] choose sj SO that sj I t I sj + dj, and define J, : X + X as follows: 
2.13 Jt= Jfl~J~-l~J’j-z~. . . . . oJ” I sj- I *I. 
It follows from 2.12(c), (d), 2.13 that the J,: X + X, t E [0, 11, satisfy the conclusions of 2.4. 
(Note the J,: X + X are diffeomorphisms because they are covering maps that induce 
isomorphisms on the fundamental groups.) 
This completes the proof of 2.4. 
$3. PROOF OF THE lMAIN THEORE,MS. 
In this section theorems 0.3,0.4 will be proven. In addition the following result will be 
proven. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The following two statements are equivalent. 
(S,): Let M denote a compact m-dimensional manifold, and N an open m-dimensional manifold. 
Two immersions f: M + N, g : M + N are weakly conjugate if and only if they are 
regularly homoropic. 
(S,): Let M, N be as in “S,“. “ Weak conjugacy” defines an equivalence relation on the set of 
immersions from M into N. 
Proof of Theorem 0.3. We have already noted that: 
weakly conjugate -regularly homotopic. 
So it will suffice to show that f, g: M + N are weakly conjugate if they are regularly 
homotopic. Let f;: M --) N, 0 I r I 1, be a regular homotopy with f. =f fi = g. By 1.6 
f;: M + N, 0 S t I 1, extends to a regular homotopy g,: X + Y, 0 5 t I 1, such that each 
level is a complete immersion whose number of wrapping points is independent oft. By 2.1 
g,, : X -, Y and gi : X -, Y must be conjugate immersions: that is there are diffeomorphisms 
h: X -+ X r:Y -+ Y so that the following are satisfied: 
3.2(a) h, r are isotopic to l,, 1,. 
(b) rogo = g1 oh. 
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Now choose another compact manifold .M’ in X satisfying: 
3.2(c) .M’-i:.M’ El .M; h(M’-SM’) 2 .v. 
(d) M ’ - .M = 2.M x [0, 11. 
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(e) h( M’)- .M = S,M x [0, I]. 
(That M ’ in 3.2 (c)-(e) exists follows from X - .M = S:M x [0, x)).) Note that 3.2 (d), (e) allow 
the choice of an isotopy q: X -+ X, 0 I t I 1, satisfying: 
3.2(f) a0 = 1,; r,(M’) = h(M’). 
(9) a,1 w = 1 W for all 0 I t I 1. 
NowdefineF:M’-+NbyF=galW,, (recall N = Y, by 1.2(b)); and define G : A4 ’ -, V by 
G = gi 0 (ail,W,). Note that the following are satisfied: 
3.3(a) Go h’ = I o F, where h’: M’ --) M’ is defined to be a;’ o (hlw): M’ -+ M’ (see 
3.2(b), (0). 
(b) h’, r are isotopic to 1 M., l,., (see 3.2(a), (d), (e), (f)). 
(c) G,, = 9, F,, =f(see 3.2(g) and use golw =I; 911, = 9). 
It follows from 3.3 that F, G are conjugate extensions off; g, where F, G are defined on the 
compact manifold M’ as in 3.2 (d). This makesf, g weakly conjugate as claimed in 0.3. 
This completes the proof of 0.3. 
Proo_fof Theorem 0.4. It remains (after the comments of the introduction) to show that 
“regular homotopic” + “weakly conjugate”. There are many “corners” of manifolds that 
must be rounded in the course of this proof: such details are left as an exercise. 
Choose a compact (M - I)-dimensional manifold K’ containing K in its interior and 
satisfying: 
3.4(a) K’- K = dK x [0, 11. 
Set 
3.4(b) M ‘ = K’ x [ - 2, 2). 
Note if M is identified with the subset K x [0, l] of .M’ then: 
3.4(c) M’- IM is diffeomorphic to 
On the subset A = (K x [0, 11) u (K x 
as follows: 
dM x [O, 11. 
[ - 3/2, - l/2]) of A4 ’ define an immersion I : A + N 
3.5(a) 1(x, t) = 
f(x,r)ifOItIl 
g(x, r+3/2) if -312 5 r I -l/2. 
From the assumption thatf, g : M + N are regularly homotopic, and 3.5(a), it follows that the 
bundle monomorphism 




extends to a bundle monomorphism 
T(M’)LT(N ) 
I I 
M’ H -N. 
where L denotes the trivial line bundle over N. The hypothesis that each component of K has 
a non-empty boundary, and 3.4(a), (b), imply that the manifold pair ( M ‘, A) has a handle 
body decomposition with no handles having index 2 m. Thus the results of [4] can be 
applied to get an immersion F: M’ -+ N satisfying the following: 
3.5(b) F,, = 1. 
(c) dF is homotopic to H, (mod T(A)). 
Choose an isotopy 4*: M’ + M ‘, 0 I t < 1, satisfying: 
3.6(a) & = I,,., 
(b) b,(M)=A-M;infact ~1(~,t)=(~,t-33/2)forall(x,r)~Kx[0, l]= M. 
DefineanimmersionG:M’-,NbyG=Fo~,.NotethatGoh=roF,whereh=~;’and 
r = 1, (see 3.6(b) and 3.5(a), (b)); r, h are isotopic to l,, l,W, (see 3.6(a)); .M’- M = dM 
x [0, l] (see 3.4(c)); and F,, = f, G,,w = g (see 3.5 (a), (b), 3.6(b)). Thus F, G: M’-+ N are 
conjugate extensions of I; g : M + N. making f, g weakly conjugate. 
This completes the proof of 0.4. 
Proof of 3.1. Note that (Sa” implies “S,” because “regular homotopic” defines an 
equivalence on the set of immersions between any two m-dimensional manifolds. 
Towards verifying that “S,” implies “S,“, recall that if two immersionsf, g : M ---* N from a 
compact m-dimensional manifold to an open m-dimensional manifold are regularly 
homotopic then there is a finite set of regular homotopiesff : M + N, 1 _< i I Zn, satisfying 
the following (see [6]): 
3.7(a) M is contained in M’ with M’- M = d.M x [O, I], and for each i there is an 
immersion F lizi: M’ -+ N which extends f Afti: M -+ N and which satisfies F1 +X (p, t) 
=f:‘2i(p) for all 0 I f I 1 and all p~t?M. 
(b) For each i there is an immersion F2’: M’ + N, which extends ffi: M -+ N and 
which satisfies F”(p,t) =f:‘_,(p) for all 0 I t I 1 and all pcdM. 
(c) fii =jA+2i,f:+2i =jt+2i for all i; andf; =Af:” = g. 
It is left as an exercise to show that 3.7(a), (b) imply thatfb is weakly conjugate tof’, for all 
i. Then 3.7(c), plus the fact that “S,” is assumed to be true, imply that fis weakly conjugate 
to g. 
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